It was great when there waafl
apathy on campus ... At least thenH
you could find a seat at a lecture.™
FRED HOPENGARTENM
at the Raskin LectureBS

Parieta l Hour Talk Erup ts;
WSL Prop oses Trial Period

Dr . Strider and Mr. Jette to speak at Stu-G.

Jette To Face Stu-G,
Explain Trustee Views
Ellerton M. Jette, chairman of
the Colby College Board of Trustees and President Strider will appear before the . Student Government this Monday evening to discuss various student concerns. In
return, several Colby students will
speak before the Board at their
Qct. 28 meeting.
At this week's meeting Stu-G
President Jim Wilson announced
plans for a Student Congress to be
held this fall. Administration, faculty and students will discuss and
debate a proposal ¦formulated by
President R. E. L. Strider concerning various changes in the school's
social and academic life.
Campus Affairs Nominees
In other council business, Suzanne Snow, Martha Childs, Karen
True and Janet Semonian were
nominated to fill two newly created positions for women's representatives on the Campus Affairs
Committee. Mike Picher, PanCooper, Ruth Seagull and Phil
Merrill were nominated to represent the student body at the Board
of Trustees ' meeting Oct. .28.
The Student Congress Is being
sponsored by the Campus Affairs
Committee which consists of representatives from the faculty, administration and student body. The
committee acts as a liason body
among the three groups. It meets
every other Wednesday at Eustis.

Change Social Attitude
President Stridor 's proposal, to
the Congress will first be released
in the Echo. When he first revealed that the plan was In the
formulation stage he suggested
that It would include steps to
change the social and academic
attitude at tho school.
Speakers for tho event aro tentatively set. They will include a
¦
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by Penny Madden
Colby's campus is currently alive
with the discussion of a concrete
proposal for a trial period of parietal hours. The proposal calls for
a month-long period during which
men's visiting hours in the girl's
dorms would be instituted for specified hours seven days a week.
The Women 's Student League,
under the leadership of president
Ruth Seagull, will submit a written
version of the plan for a Student
vote in the near future. The proposal was initiated by the joint
j udicial boards originally.
"Continually Re-evaluate"
The boards felt , that in taking
initial responsibility for the plan
they were fulfilling their duties as
described in the Stu-G Handbook
to "continually re-evaluate the Colby system and propose changes
when they are felt to :be necessary."
In their opinion, the original concept behind the trial-period plan
moves beyond the mere parietal
hours themselves to what they consider the greater problem of a dichotomy between the academic and
social life on campus.

panel consisting of two administration two faculty, and two to
four student representatives. Their
names will be announced in a later
issue of the Echo.
The decision to elect two new
women representatives to the
Campus Affairs committee resulted from the committee's decision
that the current division of representation between the men 's and
women's sides of campus was inadequate. Two women currently
serve on the committee, 13 boys
hold positions there.
Vice-president Al Haughton announced plans for Stu-G participation in the admissions programs.
This participation
will come
through conduction of urban tours
and tours to the south.

They recognized Colby 's academic
reputation but felt that some meaures for social growth had to be
initiated. Students have long lamented the lack of privacy and the
fact that "there is no place to go "
for quiet, serious discussion. The
boards felt that this proposal might
work toward alleviating some of
these problems.

Concluded Budget Matters
At the weekly meeting, the council concluded action on budget
matters, allocating $70 to Cap and
~
Gown, $3700 to the Echo and $8,000
to the Oracle.
Also at the meeting secretary
Barbara Mbnohan read the minutes of the most recent faculty
meeting as agreed upon in a compromise solution formulated to the
question of student representation
at faculty meetings. This solution
called for a reading of the minutes
after each meeting. '

Mike Picher and Pam Cooper,
head of the Men 's and the Women 's
Judiciary respectively, discussed
the philosophy behind the proposal
with numerous faculty, administration and student representatives.
They then submitted a personal
proposal concerning the issue to
President R. B. L. Strider in an
attempt to discover its success with
the administration. The President's
response was not unfavorable; however, he asked that a consensus of
student opinion on the matter be
reached before any administration
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Robert Gelbard , Colby '63, will hear a Peace Corps Recruiting
Team next Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday on the Colby Campus.
Gelbard has just returned from a two year work tour in Bolivia

where he did everything from di gging sanitation ditches to teaching
college hygiene courses in La Paz. Belbard found his work challenging enough that he has extended his Peace Corps work to include
field recruiting.

The Peace Corps has announced a new policy that if a student app lies for service this month, he will be tested and notified of his possible assignment before Christmas this year.

The best qualified person to speak on the Peace Corps will be on
campus next week. If there are any questions on the program, one
should see Bob Gelbard.

God-given drives, as long as ono
going on
Bartholomew Fair, Powder and doesn't notice tho evil
Wig 's first performance of tho around him. " Another Interesting
(played by
year, promises to be a rollicking character Is Llttlewlt
production of Ben Jonson 's vib- ono of our distinguished psychology professors). Impressed with his
rant and life-filled.play. Sot in the
rushing, tqj aming atmosphere ,of an ability to make puns, his mnnip\ilatlon of tho language brings
English carnival, tho play lashes
forth many riotous linos.
out against puritanical hypocrisy.
Yet the showstoppor, no doubt,
Most of tho play 's action occurs will 'bo Ursula , tho pig booth keepIn a booth for cooking pigs. Judge er. Hor customers never leave hor
Adam Ovordo, who has been In- booth dissatisfied, In any way. Urformed about misconduct at tho sula Is tho main spike In exposing
(JFamilngton-like) fair, decides to oxcosslvo 17th immoral codes of
Investigate the matter first-hand. behavior — codes which could not
Zoal-bf-the-Land Busy, a brilliant possibly bo uphold without selfsati re of a 17th century English deception and hypocrisy. BartholPur i tan , travels to tho fair In or- omew Fair, caj [ied by a distinder to satisfy his Insatiable long- guished Colby professor, "ono of
ing to oat pig, In tho midst of lowd tho dirtiest plays in the Hnglish
acti on , ho justifies his acts with language", not Only proves that
tho statement: "It Is no sin to wo aro all of 'tho same sinful flosh,
partake If ono partakes to satisfy but hnvo groat fun In doing so.
by Dick Foster
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Ben Jonson's Vibrant And Life-Filled
Play To Be A Rollicking Production
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Foss Halls. At the end of the trial
period, the women will hold another vote to determine whether
to adopt the plan permanently or
not.
Under the planned trial period,
men would be allowed into the
girls ' dorms seven days a week.
Sunday through Thursday the
hours would run from 1p.m. to 10
p.m., Friday 'from 1 p.m. to 12
midnight and Saturdays from 1
p.m. to 1 a.m.
A man entering the rooms would
first call the girl he is visiting to
(Continued¦ on Page Six)

Bartholomew Fair October 28, 29
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position was taken.
. In this light, judicial board members held meetings last week in the
girls' dorm to state the proposal,
explain it and receive student
opinion on it. The vote, which will
be taken shortly, will ask the girl
to> state her name, dorm, and year,
whether or not she favors the proposal in her dorm and whether or
not she would be willing to see the
proposal enacted in another dorm
if she didn 't favor it in her own.
If passed, the proposal will go into
effect uniformly in Dana, Louise
Coburn, Mary Low, Woodman and

A Ribald Performance!!

Editorials:

Where The Action Is?

In the middle of October a delegation of seniors were to see
Coach Simpson and say "Coach , as seniors, we f eel we should h ave
more to say in the activities around here. We're tired of ju st having
cocktail parties — we want to do more, to say in school functions.
So. We want an undefeated football team this year. We want the
best! We've discussed this with different memb ers of the administrat ion and t h ey 're all for an undefeated team. So why don 't you make
this change in your lineup. Replace so-and-so with Amato, the manager."
¦'
You can imagine h ow any responsible person would react to those
demands.
Yet much the same situation is occuring with the ORACLE now.
A competent editor was threatened with her bud get because she
wanted to p lan a yearbook as her experience told her it should be
planned. One must realize that a yearbook is planned far in advance
of October of the academic year. Any suggestions for the year should
h ave 'been made sooner than October.
Most importantly, a person is more likely to take a suggestion
than to follow an outright threat.
In the case of the yearbook , the question wes raised as to whose
y earbook the ORACLE is! The whole school 'or the senior class. The
fact remains that the yearbook represents the whole class, not just a
segment, h owever impor tan t the seniors are, of the campus today. If
the seniors leav e Colby with the satisfaction that they have coerced the
edit or of the yearb ook into printing a, twenty page directory, then one
could say the seniors accomplished very little during their Colby careers.

by Peter Jost
At the risk of appeasing sorne
of my recent tormentors, namely
the fun-loving Mr. Kopke, some
teacher who feels I had an unhappy childhood, and various other
people who think this column is
inordinately cynical, I would
like
to
say
something positive about Colby.
Actually, not
too many people havei said
anything about
my
comments
(which may be
JOST
an indication of
their net worth) but I get the
feeling that certain persons are
harboring all sorts of nasty thoughts toward theni. Therefore, I am
going to say something nice, so all
these people can see ' my humble
column isn 't going to destroy the
College after all.

What Would Happen If'

Disappointed With Raskin

Many people were disappointed with Dr. Milton Raskin 's lect ure
on LSD. They felt as an Ingraham lecturer, Raskin should have approched the topic of LSD from more of a philosophical (whatever
that is to mean) , viewpoint. Those disappointed felt Raskin sorely
neglected the "r eli gious" uses of LSD. Some even criticize the philosophy department on their choice of speaker. They feel Raskin was
inadequa t e for the t opic.
The fact remains that Raskin is a most qualified speaker on the
topic of LSD. Raskin, as well as being.a medical doctor, psychiatrist
and pharmachologist is one of t he leading research ers in the field of
LSD. The philosoph y department could not have made a finer speaker
choice.
Raskin's advice to those who would seek the thrill of taking a tri p
was that all tri ps do n o t provide a pleasant experience, that only h alf
of all the patients who he has tested have experienced a pleasant t rip.
There is always the referral to Timothy Leary as the "Messiah"
so to speak of the LSD cult. Raskin 's comments on Leary were honest
and straightforward. Timothy Leary is a brilliant man but hi ghly
"irresponsible" on his advice about LSD.
LSD is not the safe drug so many wish it were. Besides the psychological effects of the drug, it may also have serious medicinal effects if taken in wrong dosage or an impure state. Contrary to what
many wish to belive, the safe isomer of LSD cannot be isolated by the
average college chemist.
What are th e best uses of the drug ? Raskin is presen t ly using
LSD to artificially create conditions of psychosis. To date, the most
practical use of the drug is in the field of experimental psychology, not
in the field of experimental theology.
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Bef ore You Run Off To Bostqn ? *.

One of the things that makes
Colby a ' fine place bo be is, ' don 't
laugh, its location. Believe it or
not, there are a lot of advantages
to living in Central Maine, and you
don 't necessarily have to be a lumberjack to appreciate theni. Going
to a university in a place like Boston can also -be fun, but what about
city liabilities?
If you went to school in Boston,

you would have the advantage of
the cultural facilities — museums,
huge libraries, music, the theatre
;— as well as the entertainment that
a big city .offers. This is an area
where things are happening — political, social, and economic changes
are constantly going on. A city
generates its own excitement.
On the other hand, Boston also
offers such diverse attractions as
the Boston Strangler, urban congestion, smog, higher prices, concrete, asphalt, dirt, and more gangr
land killings per square mile than
Waterville. (Is there a gang in Waterville?)
New York City is a similar case.
It has the United Nations, Lincoln
Center, The Modern Museum of
Art, and an unbelieveable number
of cultural attractions. It also has
some of the highest prices in the
world. There is a considerable toWnie problem in New York, especially in Harlem. Fraternity and dormitory doors are not left open at
night — unless the quad gates are
locked. ID's have your picture on
them so they can't be stolen or
loaned. There is no pond to go
grassing by, and if you stay out too
long in Central Park you may find
yourself in trouble. Finally, your
Mustang won 't be much good when
there is no room to drive it.
We are all ifamilar with the disadvantages of Waterville — isolation, the lack of cultural facilities,
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models, For Underwood, myths
LSD serve to illuminate these
Public Apology caland
models and to bring man through

To the Editor,
I would like to publicly extend
my apologies to Vice President
Williams on the matter of administration financial policy. Because
I was misinformed, I made various
accusations which are simply not
true. Williams assured me that he
is in the laissez-faire tradition with
regards to the financial policies of
student organizations. The students, in William 's opinion, should
be the people that decide their own
financial policies. Williams, however, will gladly serve in an advisory capacity on financial matters
to any student organization.
Eric Rosen, 1967

Two Images of LSD

To the Editor of the Echo:
One thing disturbs rrie about Dr.
Raskin 's visit to Colby, and that
was Raskin ' s belittling of tho philosophical and religious potentialities of LSD. Raskin admitted that
his field was clinical psychology
and that he was primarily Interested In using LSD as a research tool
in providing models for mental Illness. But I do not think that his
concentration on his Held excuses
him from thinking through the applications of LSD to other social
sciences.
Dr. Raskin seemed to Imply that
his brand of sclentflc inquiry had
a more legitimate claim on LSD
than philosophy or theology. But I
am sure that ho was Imposing his
own presuppositions on the date
which ho observed to the same extent as would tho theologian or
philosopher. I submit that Dr. Raskin's presupposition Is that man
is or should bo a healthy, happy
being, "at ono " with his society,
(by which ho meant a person's
self-imago corresponds to tho Imago
which others havo of him.)
Tho presupposition of a theologian such as Professor Underwood
migh t bo that man is a religious
being who can host understand
himself In terms of certain histori-

a "transfo rmation of consciousness" to a clearer understanding
of himself .
The contrast between the presuppositions of Dr. Raskin and of
Professor Undewoocj comes out in
their criteria of "a good trip ". For
Dr. Raskin , good means essentially
pleasant. For Prof, Undiewood, it
means insight.
The point is, that both men, the
clinical psychologist and thq theologian, are imposing their own frame
of reference on the data which th ^y
observe, the behavior of the LSD
subject, Both frames, of reference
can bo questioned
but neither
should be ignored.
Lodyard Baxter
Current Issues Comm. - IFA

sophiscated entertainment like the
Chez Paree — but don 't we sometimes ignore the advantages ? We
aire within an hour of some of the
best skiing in the East. Canada,
with the Montreal 'Exposition, the
Quebec Winter Carnival , and a
whole different country, is easily
accessible for a. weekend. The
Maine coast
and the Belgrade
Lakes are within a short drive.
Bowdoin, Bates and the University
of Maine are not very far. The
Farmington Fair offers a unique
educational experience. "Waterville
supplies most of the material needs
(pizza, beer, movies?).
And if
things just don 't work out, a three
hour drive will get you to Boston.
So if you look around at the fall
colors and the blue sky, wishing
you were on the sidewalks of Boston or New York, think again. Remember, you 'll probably spend the
rest of your life in a big city, so
enjoy Maine while you can.

Parents To Have
Busy Weekend

The Jette Gallery in the Bixler
Art and Music Center announces
the beginning of Parents ' Weekend
with an Open House at 7 p.m. Fri.
Refreshments will be served. Immediately., following .. the .. Open
House, also in Bixler at Given Auditorium Alastair Reid will discuss the various ways which langu age, as it is presented through
mass media, effects us today.
Classes will be open to parents
and relatives for visiting from 8:30
to 10:20 Saturday morning. At
10:30 Saturday morning President
Strider will speak at Lorimer
Chapel. Strider will discuss the accomplishments of the college and
its projected goals. At "il :30, luncheon will be served in Wadsworth
Field House for men students and
their parents and in the women's
dorms for women and their families.
The Colby Football Mules host
Trinity College at 1:30 in Seavern 's Field. President Strider will
hold a reception after the game for
students ' families ' at Runnals
Union. Saturday at 8 p.m. there
will be an EVENING OF MUSIC
AND DANCE in Runnals Union.
Parents are invited to view the
many exhibits in Bixler Center, the
Library, the chapel and both Roberts and Runnals Unions.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
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Echo Reports On
UNSA Conference
Editor's Note : In the following
article, Suzanne Snow, Colby's
United States National Student
Assn. representative reports on
her trip to the organization 's national conference in Illinois and
explains proposals and projects
which she would like to put into
effect this year. The USNSA representative is a member of the
Stu-G executive committee.
The Congress, for me, this summer was an unusual experience. It
certainly made me look at Colby
through critical eyes, to see what
i s righ t, what is wrong, and what
we, as students, can conceivably do
to set things right.
NSA Offers Services
The National Student Assn. offers many programs and services
to all its individual member campuses. I believe it is the role of an
NSA coordinator to make known
these services to the students and
to organize committees that will
keep NSA programs in action.
With this in mind I have two
plans for attack this year. One is
to work within existing Student
Government and other campus organizations such as the Academic
Life Committee (working with the
course evaluation handbook), the
International Relations Club (making use of the International Committee, of NSA's most developed
branches), and the Women's Student League (promoting studentfaculty relations.)
NSA Committee Formed
My second area of concentration
will be In setting up an NSA committee composed of five members,
publicity chairman, secretary, Educational
Travel
Incorporated
(ETI) chairman, tutorial chairman, and a discounts chairman.
With this committee behind me I
can live up to ray name of "coordinator " and see a start in all
projects instead of attempting one
project alone.
There are five specifi c areas in
which I plan to work with my committee. Every one of these programs is specifically designed to
help the student, to provide a
»
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service for him. It has been important that these services establish a strong foothoild here at Colby, and it is rather surprising that
previous action has not been taken.
In this regard the Congress for
me was a "period of enlightenment." The organization Educational Travel Inc., fo r example, offers the students of member campuses European tours of every
kind and description from "see
every city in Europe " to private
car tours where you go where you
want, for as long as you want. ETI
also supplies jobs in Europe for
early applicants. There are also
study tours available; one is a
Common Market program first initiated by Colby professors. It is a
shame Colby students are not
aware of this as well as an art
study tour in Vienna. Whether you
go to Europe with an NSA tour or
not, the student going abroad
should have a student ID card
which permits reduction for operas, theatres, hotel's, restaurants and
even some inter-European travel.
This is only one situation in which
NSA can be of great value to Colby students.

The National Student Association is an organization of many
facets. Not only a student service
programmer, it is also a well-used
outlet for social and political criticisms of our times, often tending
to be quite radical in its proposals
such as denouncing the draft.
However, the students of America
have a right to be heard. In all
its aspects, NSA deserves a prominent place on each of its member
campuses. At Colby it is about time
that every student knows what
the initials USNSA mean.

Colby students Vincent Smith , Carol Swan , Pamela Harding, Coral Harris , and
Jeter Jensen helping children in Peru.

Campu s Ches t Helps I nca Proj ect

by Richard Goldberg
One of the major services endorsed and supported by the Colby Campus Chest is INCA. This is a
ben efi ci al and enligh t ening in tern at ional exch ange program, which send s Colby students to Peru for six
weeks during the summer. There they participate in a seminar which will be a small bu t h opefully significant step in h elping to solve Peru 's social problems, and in increasing ou r und erstanding of Peru vians
working with them. Through work , study, and sharing life together INCA seeks to develop enduring
friend ships bet ween people in Peru and the United States.
The INCA pr oject costs each participant $600 which he must raise or contribute through his own resource, bu t thi s is not enough to support the entire program. A contribution to the Colby Commu ni ty
Chest will be invaluable to the INCA project. The money will be divided among the partici pan t s on the
basis of need.

Retarded Town Children
Need Colby Student Help
A good opportunity exists in Waterville for any students who are
interested In work with mentallyretarded children. There is a
school held in the basement of the
Sacred Heart Church every morning from 9:00 a.m. - 11 which needs
volunteers to work with the children. You are welcome to come for
only an hour a week If this is all
that you can fit into your schedule. The greatest need for volunteers is on Wednesday mornings
when there 'Is no volunteer help
besides Colby students. The work
is very educational as well as rewarding. Seminars will be held
monthly to help students understand their work and tho children

ARNOLD

MOTEL

Between Waterville and Fairfield
On Routes 201, 100 and 11
Colb y College Nearb y
COFFEE
SHOP
AAA
SUPERIOR
Pool
I Air Conditioned
Tel. 872-2735

Now There's A
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better.
For students who are Interested
in working with older people, Thayer hospital offers a great opportunity to Colby students. Ten volunteers are needed to work with
pati ents in recreational therapy. It
is felt that many patients in nursing homes can "be returned to their
own homes, and this is the aim
of this project. Orientation sessions
will be held with this project as
well, so students will have an opportunity to learn more about
their work.
Last year, thc Inter-Faith Association instituted a program for
working with the mentally retarded at the Hilltop School on Quarry
Road. This new program represents an expansion of the successful Hilltop program.

Coin-Operated

j

COPIER
in
MILLER LIBRAR Y
Only 10c
A Copy

All those students interested
should see Mrs, Harwood in the
Chaplain 's office or call Nancy
Thomas, 303 Dana . ext. 475.
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Powder and Wig needs usherettes for their coming production
of "Bartholomew Fair". If interested, contact Sari Abuldon, Small
Hall.
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CANAAN HOUSE
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ART DEPARTMENT
We are addin g items to our downstairs
|
, Have you checked it lately?
Some prints in stock and many, many that we can !
order for you.
j
Custom Framing.
|

Gas Tank Full ?
For The Weekend ?
For The Game?
See
"C OOK IE" MICHAEL
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Booters Win P air Powerf u l Spring f ield Eleven
Face Bridgeport Sat.
Overpowers Colby Eleven
Si D u nklee's varsity soccer team bounced back into the win col-

umn last weekend , taking the measure of the University of Hartford;,
3-1, on Friday, and Whipping Boston University 2-0 on Saturday.
These two wins give the Mules a 2-2 record to date.
Greg Nelson , who played at center halfback in an earlier loss to
Springfield ( due to shinsp lints and a sprained ankle) , moved up to
his favorite center forward spot and showed signs of regaining his
form of last season.
Nelson scored the only three goals of the Hartford victory, the first
coming at 19:24 of the second period on a nice cross fr om sophomore
right wing, Don Clark. Nelson 's other two goals were 'both penalty
kicks, one in , the third and another in the fourth period.
Coady, Schust er Ou tstanding
Brad Coady, wh o played a fine game in the goal, let in only a penalty kick from Hartford center halfback Pete D'Agostino in the fourth
period. The Mules showed superior hustle and conditioning, whereas
the Hartford team showed signs of fati gue. Outstanding for the
Mules was Derek Schuster, wh o did a good j ob of spelling Nelson and
led the 2nd line in many close scoring situations in front of the Hartiord goal.
In the Saturday shutout of B.U., Brad Coady stole the show with
numerous nift y saves, the equal of any experienced professional goalkeepers. Coad y made 15 saves during the game and tamed 'the B.U.
offense very successfull y in earning the shutout for himself.
Offense Smooth
Th e Colb y team played its best game of the season and gave an in(Continued on Page Six)

by Richard Lewis
Colby 's varsity football team was overpower ed by Springfield , the No. 1 ranked eleven in New England, in last Saturday's 28-6 game.
Coach Simpson indica t ed tha t Springfi eld was by far the best team that the Mules have faced this year,
and he felt that their top-ranking was well-justified. He also thought that his own team play ed a goo d
game, and that the final score could not tell the real story, as it was only 14-6 going into the last few minutes of the third period.
"Then their overall size and erally overpower us and we made a
depth told on our players," Simp- few mistakes and that was the
son said. "For example, they had game.
"The local press said that quara 6-7, 245 pound center who outweighed our middle guards by 50 terback Bill Loveday had five inor 60 pounds. They began to gen- terceptions. Actually, Loveday had
three and sophomore Ed Woodin
had two. Each of Loveday's interceptions came after a Colby reby Kandy Su rgi
ceiver had the ball in his hands
and dropped it, wit h Sp ringfield
The Colby Car Club' s first fall
recovering it in mid-air. Both of
rally was held Jast Sunday, with an
.Woodin 's were probably the result
MGA crewed by Richie Kuchar
of his being thrown into the game
and "Zero " Hayden taking first
cold; af ter all, he hasn 't had any
place with no penalties for being
work since the Norwich opener
early or late with a perfect score
Loveday Sharp
of 0.
"I would have to say that this
Second place went to an Alfa ,
was one o'f Loveday 's better
which was one minute off the wingame s. He was pitted against .one
ning time. Third and fourth went
of the finest quarterbacks in the
to a ' Mustang and a GTO, 25 and
eas t, Dave Bennett, and in indiv26 minutes late respectively.
idual statistics, had 11 pass completions in 22 attempts, as comB & G was the starting place for
pared to 7 for 18 . by Bennett . ¦In
the race, with each car leaving at
the drive for our lone touchdown,
one minute intervals, not knowing
he threw six completions in a row,
where their directions would take
and adding to this a rather strong
them. They were to be at certain
ground attack, marched Colby 80
places at certain times with certain
yards for the score .
set speeds to average. Four check
"Brett Halvorson played an . expoints, some hidden, were located
cellent game on the defense, while
along the route to score the teams'
junio r Art Brennan and soph Gary
progress. The rally route covered
Lynch were effective in relief
sixty miles of secondary roads,
roles as guards . Dick Chabot steod
many of them dirt, and the correct
in a number of times for Gene Bui.
time to complete the course was 2
lis • at center, and I was pleased
hours, 3 minutes, and 21 seconds.
with his progress . Special mention
should go to back Donnie Cooper:
Plans for another event will be
Goo ./ News This Week
he . only carried three times but
considered at a ge n eral me et in g of
picked up about 24 yards .
all those interested. . Watch for
Coach John Simpson
posters announcing the time and
Trinity Will Be Tough
place.
Photo by^ Hughes
"This weekend we 'll be going
against another strong squad,
Trinity. They ' ve got twenty lettermen to go along with some topflight soph s. At quarterback , t hey
have experience , and with some
good ends and big tackles, hav e
some impressive wins over Bates
and Tufts . Trinity has a kicking
The varsity cross-country team 's scoring.
specialist named Cantrell who can
fortunes took a sudden about-face
In Tuesday 's meet with Bentley make field goals from
thirty and
Hughes this week as the Mules dropped a College on the challenging Colby
forty yards out . It should he an
pair of meets after two very im- course , the Mules were surprised
interesting game.
pressive wins to open the season. by the visitors in a hearth reaker,

First Car Rally
A Syccess —

Others Planned

Springfield, Bentley
Stop Harrier Streak

J. H. Bole Steffey

Photo by

Int e rcepts Hart f ord Pass

Anyone can

Springfield , probably tho top
harrier crew in New England ,
proved its quality with a 17-41 toppling of the Mules last Saturday.
The first four Maroon runners
crossed the line at the same time,
while Colby 's number one man ,
Ken Borchors , finished about thirty seconds later,
Sophomore Tom Maynnrd was
sixth , with Bornio Finklo (8th) ,
Jeff Condy (10th) , and Kevin
Burko (12th) completing tho Colby

28-20. Ken Borchers led most of
tho way, but after the third mile
suffered a cramp and finished
third.
Bob Wilkens of Bentley was first
in 23:06, and Tom Maynard of the
Mules was 34 seconds behind in the
number two spot. Bernle Finkle
(5th) , Joff Coady (7th) , and Kevin
Burke (14th) were the other placers for Colby.
The Baby Mules, however, kept
(Continued on Pago Five)

"As we go into the second half
of the season , I think that Colby
is ready for four wins in a row .
We 've heen aggressive all year,
and although Trinity has that winning momentum, Parents' Day
should provide an extra impetus
to tho Mules, Furthermore, New
Hampshire blow up the Myth of
Maine last weekend , and this may
make tho psychological atmosphere
a bit more conducive to victory in
tho coming weeks .

With Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper, you
can erase that goof without a trace.
Not a telltale smudge remains. A special surface permits quiak and easy erasing with an ordinary pencil
eraser. For perfect papers every time, get Corrasable.
In li gh t, medium, heavy weights and Onion Skin. In
handy 100-sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes.
At Stationery Departments .
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Loveday Back To Throw
Mule line halts enemy onrush

Photo by Hughes
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Yeager Hudson to Appear
As Lead In *'The Cracihle''
_*_
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by Don Neumann
This weekend at' the Waterville
Opera House, Yeager Hudson , of
the Colby philosophy department,
will help to recreate the mood and
emotions that surrounded that
strange event in American history,
the Salem Witch hunts. He will
play the lead role of Reverend
Parish in Arthur Miller 's The Crucible.
The playr, which is a production
of the Waterville Theatre Guild,
is under the direction of Joseph
Thomas, who has both acted and

'.- ' <

¦
': •:.',.-.

\ . - >• " ' .'.!.

directed professionally in New
York
City
and
'Hollywood.i. Thorhas
.".i.
.. i/V
,. u. c f r # i ) A '
' n :.
- '"i t
is currently working for WA33JTYr in Bangor.
Another person familiar to the
Colby community, Mrs. Homer
Hayslett, is designing the costiiming.for this production of The Crucible.
The play will be presented (Friday, Saturday and Sunday at 8:30,
in the Waterville Opera House.
Tickets are $1.50 each and are on
sale inside the Spa.

TONY'S PIZZA

The "T ONY EXPRESS " Will Deliver
to Your Door FREE With $4 Min.
DAGWOO D'S
MT . BALL GRINDE RS
TO&PED QS
PIZZA - Small , Med. , Large
and BEER TO TAKE OUT
Call 872-9731
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Discover the luxury of

Worthy Cause
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Area Women Present Animal Flics
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This fall marks the beginning ,of
the National Audubon Society's
24th' consecutive " season of presenting ' "Wildlife Films. "For the ' first
time these films will be shown in
Waterville, sponsored by the Waterville Branch or* the"American
Association of University Women.
This is an excellent opportunity to
see and hear prominent naturalists
and wildlife photographers presenting unsurpassed" ' films which
deal with all aspects of ' nature, including animals ' in their natural
habitats, undersea life/ 'and magnificent scenery '' " '
The series will be shown at the
Waterville High School 'Auditorium
each preseritidh beginning at 7:30
p.m. Series tickets, $4.00 ' for adults
and $2.00 for students" through the
college level, are now available at
the Canaan House, 129 Main Street
Waterville, or ' by ' contacting Mrs.
Richard E. Libby, 55 Violette Avehuei"Waterville. Tickets "for individual performances will also be
available.
The first film, entitled "The
Right to Live," will be presented
by Chester P. Lyons of Victoria,
British Columbia, oh* Sunday, October 16, 1966. This 'film takes you
oh a tour of the west coast of
Canada, depicting the animals and
colorful plants of each of the five
altitudinal "life zones ". Mountain
. . .

i

i

. 1 ,

lions, moose, caribou and mountain goats vie with unusual closeups of flowers, insects, and small
mammals in this kaleidoscope of
nature 's wonders.
On Saturday, Novembe r 19, 1966,
William J. Jahoda will present
^ 'Nature 's Ways'' . This penetrating film story features more than
125 different animals, ranging from
microscopic protozoa to big game
animals. A close look at these denizens of field and forest, marsh and
seashore, disclosed in intimate
sketches, projects the ' beauty arid
wonder of paths of life hidden to
the casual eye." "
' The ' third film. "Wildlife Of the
Eastern Woodlands '' ,' will be presented by Earl L. Hilfiker of Rochester, New ' York, on Sunday,' "January 8, 19Q7. As our human population increases, so does our need
for wild areas. Mr. Hilfiker has
produced a dramatic color film to
illustrate this principle.
The Living Wilderness", by
"Walter H. Berlet, will be the
fourth presentation on Sunday,
February 5, 1967. This film features
spectacular close-up photography
of the creatures that roam the vast
wilderness areas of the western
United States. Here we see moose,
elk , bighorn, bison, black bear and
grizzly, marmot and mountain lion,
as well as a wide variety ' of bird
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Help the Lions Club CHARITY FUND
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On Thursday, Ap ril 6, 1967, we
will explore the "Wild Rivers of
North America " with John D,
Bulger. Featured are the Allagash ,
St. Lawrence, Hudson and Buffalo
Rivers, as well as pristine streams
in the Northwest Territories. Nutria, mink, fisher, " pine marten,
caribou, beluga, curlew, and ptarmigan are but a few of the wild
creatures shown.
The National Audubon Society
is the oldest and ' largest ,of the
conservation organizations in the
United States, 'dedicated to the
preservation of ' our wilderness
areas and wild animals. The speakers who represent the Society are
drawn from ' many professions.
Among them are businessmen, college professors, museum directors,
and ranchers. ' All are skilled- photographers and experienced lecturers.
SPRINGFLELD, BENTLY
(Continued from Page Four)
their unbeaten string climbing
with their third straight, a perfect
15-50 romp over the Hinckley
School. Se"bs Samo led a parade of
nine Mules across the finish line —
the entire Colby team, in fact —
before the first of the visitors finished.
Craig Johnson, a lanky, hardrunning varsity prospect finished
second to the invincible Sebs again.
Bob French, John Lombard, and
Carl Baer were the other top scorers for the Mules.
i
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OCTOBER 22nd - DOWNTOWN
"WE DELIVER "

134 Main Street
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" CHIOK EN RAI- Rt Q"

The YARDG0OD S CBITER
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A CUE TAKEN FROM MENFOLK , BY

^p?* Trust Company
19 Offices in the

"Heart of Maine"
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Insurance Corp.
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THE ...BAVARIA
. .. - .

Locfonfroy daring! / Innova tes tho classic Chesterfield
into a flattering fashion that' s equally correct on the
50-yard lino and in tho most formal environment. Made
in Italy, tlj e Bava ria comes in a blond of 60% wool /
40% mohair , with a distinctive cotton paisloy linin g.
There's snug warmth in its kniftod win db roakor wristlets.
Sot off with sculptured silver buttons , con trasting border. Siros , 6—20.

MYRIADS tiF OTHER MODELS FROM $40.00
¦
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52 MAIN STREET

Sinking small necessities into pockets to the
rear has been the privilego of gentlomen , until
now. Our favorite new David Ferguson skirt
incorporates this conveniencer as well as a
zippe r ed closu r e , in most feminine fashion. A
$14.95
winner, in our fall collection.
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FRI. - SUN.
Audrey Hepburn
Rex Harrison
"MY FAIR LADY"
In Color
Winner of
8 ACADEMY AWARDS

i

Da\ldForgu8on,LliL-amo_nborot'rtioCountry I liuso family.

sizes 10 - 16
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"SPtoOUT"
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In Color
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PABIETAI; HOURS
(Continued from Page One]
the desk. She would come down
and meet him. He would sign in,
listing his name and that of the
girl he is visiting, on a card at the
bell desk. This would follow the
procedure girls now use for signing out for out-of-town trips.

BOLtETJM
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In bringing this proopsal before
the student body WSL and the judicial boards want to emphasize
that the proposal for no hours,
which was first brought up last
year, has not been rejected or
swept under the carpet. Work on
that will begin within two weeks.

51 Main Stre«t
¦•
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Maine

Koons To Discuss
'The Snow Job9

CONCERT — Richard and John
'
: - . - .
¦
Contiguglia, duo-pianists, will pre' ^
'
?
sent a concert in Given AuditorPROUD TO BE
Donaldson . Koons will deliver
ium on Thursday, October 19 at
¦
the Library Associates Lecture on
¦ ¦ ¦¦¦¦ ¦
8:00 p.m.
1
'
- ;:
the topic "The Snow Job" 'The
: - '• -r' <- " -: ' YOUR
* * * * *
-- . o r
,
o
r
.
K - ,;.
;
The Don Thomas Drama Group talk will discuss the pertinence of
will appear at the Coffee House C. P. SNOW'S (famous lecture The
FOOD SERVICE
this Friday evening. The Seraifin Two Cultures.
Jazz Ensemble will play Saturday
Snow's lecture discusses the imevening. Plan to bring your parmediate future of what we call
ents.
"underdeveloped areas". Snow
* * * » *
feels the problems of the world
. O n Sunday, October 16, at "7:30 would "be solved if underdeveloped
?!
Vff4&S»
^Sh_. '
in Given Auditorium, Film Direc- nations would adopt Western techtions , will present SHOOT THE nology and intelleetualism.
PIANO PLAYER by one of
Koons will, discuss the merits of
France's most highly rated directors, Francois .Truiffaut. . Stan Snow's proposal from the view of ' . t : ' . t;; , , " ' . ';, :¦
Rrakhage's controversial WEDr a scientist and novelist. The lecLOCK HOUSE will open the pro- ture will be given in Smith Lounge
at 7:45 Monday, October 17. .
gram. Admission, fifty \ cents.
* * * * *
ATTENTION
ALL
COLBY
PERSONNEL — _F3u Innoeulations will be given at the Infirmary from 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. on
October 20 for all those with last
LAUNDRY AND CLEANIN G
names A-M, and on October 21 for
those with last : narries,- Nr Z., There
will be a charge qf ja..-- .-.
;¦
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Charge Aoeonato
[
j
|Quality FootwoarFor 194 Years i

N O R GE

VILLlfiE

BOOTEES WIN
(Continued from Page Pour)
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This Coupon Is Worth

\
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At Your Nor ge Laundry
I""* ~~ "~" and Dry Cleanin g Village
Elm Pla za Shopping Center , Waterville
Have a regular $2.00, 8 lb. load of dr y-cleaning
; done for $1.50 with this coupon. Typical load : 10
sweaters , or 4 men's suits , or 3 ladies ' suits , or 3
topcoats , or 8 trouse r s, or 9 dresses.
; Laundr y washed , dried and folded
15c lb.
Free Pick-U p and Delivery
Telephone 872-9858

__

SHBTMAKERS

OCT. 19 — Richard and John Coniiguglia
Piano Four-Hands and Duo Piano
JAN. 24 — The Netherlands Chamber Choir
of Amsterdam
APR. 19 — Janos Statker
Worl d-Reknown Cellist
TICKETS
SPECIAL SERIES FOR STUDENTS
$5.00
Pr ice Includes : three concerts , receptions, and newsletters.
Tickets available at Office of Development , Eustis Building
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Striped Button-Down Hugger
;
;
;

I

Take the flare and fi t of the famous Gant
> cotton oxfor d button-down; add a colorful
stri ping and you have a pleasa nt change of j
.paca in your shirt ' wardrobe. ' "'
f r0m $7.00
,-
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YOU ARE INVI TED
to subscribe to
THE COLBY MUSIC ASSOC IATES
CO NCERT SERIES
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dication that they are a team to be reckonedjwith in -trip state^series
soccer battle and in the other nonrseries contests.; The Mul&pfifense
worked smo othl y; arid Bud Evans at the left-ihside position scored the
first goal f or Colb y in the second period.1 This goal kept-the Miiles oh
top through the third period, and iri the last period Greg Nelson rumbled through about half the B.U. team and finally drove the ball past
¦ . . . - . « ... ,. ^
the goalkeeper.
In this second victory. Fullback Al Gray was steady on. defense , anil
halfbacks Pete Hobart and Dave Manning also , p layed brilliantly,
helping to feed the forward lines time and time again. The wing's,
senior Phil Kay and soph Bole Steffey, showed plenty of speed , skill
and stamina ,.occasionall y. throwing a real scare into the B.U. defense.
Colby will attempt to avenge a 1-0 loss df last season when they
journey to Bridgeport tomorrow.
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GALLERT
SHOE STORE
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PF TENNIS
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'. PEACE CORPS — ' Robert Gelbard, a Colby graduate, will visit
the campus on October 17-18-19 as
a representative of the Peace

HilP PR EVENT FOREST FIRtS
BOSTONIANS - BASS

\

•* ""

. TO..ALL FRESHMAN MEN —
Lists of topics arid directors for
the January . Program in 1967 and
topic selection sheets are now
available, in the Dean of Men's Office. Please pick up this, material,
complete the selection sheets, and
return them to your faculty advisors by October 22.

[<Swt > MOT TO PLAY '
[' Vj ^ WITH MATCHES

<

«.

..

FACULTY MEMBERS, PLEASE
NOTE — Competition is now open
for Woodrow Wilson Fellowships
for 1S67-1968 The deadline for nomination is October 31.
* * * .* *
As part of the activities for Parents' Weekend, the Lorimer Chapel
Choir will present special music
before the Sunday morning Chapel
Service, beginning at 10:30 a»m.
Colby students will perform.

The usual quiet hour rule would
be in effect during the parietal
hour periods. Any serious abuses
of the trial period will be brought
before a joint meeting of the Men
and Women's Judicial Boards for
review. Both the men and the women involved would appear.

\
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m COLBY" DIES OF CANCER

The man who ori ginated Colby Homecoming Weekends died
last Wednesday morning of cancer . Ellsworth "Bill" Millett , better known as "M r. Colby " retired last year after serving the college over forty of his 65 years .
As a student , Millett won 11 varsit y letter s. He was named AllMaine fullb ack two yea rs in a row. "Mr. Colby " coached many
varsity teams before his 1950 appointme nt as Alumni Secretary.
Besides formalizi ng and organizing Homecoming Weekend , MilSett also was instrument al in the founding of the Lacrosse Club. In
1957, Millett wa s bestowe d the honor of being named "Colby 's
Man of All Year s."
The feelings of those pre sent Colby students who knew Bill Millett are expres sed by Jame s Wilson , President of Student Govern -
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ment : .

The emptiness imposed upon us by the loss of a friend is hard to express
and even harder when the one lost is more than a frien d. Our loss cannot
be measured in a brief pause f o r silent sowow. It cannot be fille d by flow er s
and gifts. We have lost a part of our family f o r which there is no replacement. An era in Colby's history has drawn to a close.
But in our sorro w there is a brightn ess. Mr. Millett was more than a link
with the alumni. He was a link with the past , which through him became a
cornerstone f o r fut ure development. At times his sphere of contribution app eared to touch everyone in the Colb y community. His gener ous support
and sincere enthusiasm made all of his endeavors fruitful.
/ know that the students join me in extending deepest sympathies to his
family and friends.
-
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A Memorial Servi ce will be held in Lorimer Chapel Satur day
morning at 9 a.m.

"BILL " MILLETT

1
I

The dark clouds of death hoverg
over the Colby campus, but them
everlasting glow of a friend keeps !
shining to light our way through^
life.
1

by Steve Stable
Homecoming 1966 is upon us!
I.F.C., along with John O'Shea and
Jay Sandak have worked hard to
make this weekend as exciting as
possible. A major innovation this
year has been the abolition of the
rather expensive bids. Now, for a
lower price with the same caliber
of entertainment, the weekend can
be enjoyed without the financial
strain of former times. So, let tlie
books ride for a few days, enjoy
the fall weather, and expose yourself to Homecoming, 1966.
The weekend gets off to a start
tonight, at 7:00 p.m. in Roberts
Union, where the all-college buffet
is being held. (Seller 's has promised to do their very best for this
feast.) There will be a charge of
$1.50 for off-campus dates. The
main event of the evening occurs
at the Waterville Armory from
8:00 p.m. to midnight where the
CYRKLES are giving thoir concert.
The CYRKLES, managed by
Brian Epstein who in turn manages the Beatles, Is a group of four Sitting fro m left to rig ht ar e — Buzzy Files , Chris Crandal, Barbara Hamalu k, Sarah Orton , Nancy Cosyoung men who aro currently at
tclloi Top row — Cathy Peganno , Sandy Haimila, Brenda Hess3 Kathy Hill, Kathy Alfond , Laura Schmidt.
tho peak of thoir success. All of us
romomber Red Rubber Ball, done

About

More Pictures
Page Three.
by this group. There will bo a bus
leaving from Runnals Union at
7:15 for transportation down to t ho
Aimory. While tho CYRKLES are
performing, people may dance or
simply sit and listen. Tho I960
Homecoming Queen will be announced at this affair. Admission
for this performance 1b $2,50 por
person.
Tho ovonts of Saturday, get underway with tho famed DU hMra
raoo by the pond. Tho soccer team
is playing Bowdoin at 10:00. At
(Continued on Pago Throe)

The Girls

Buzzy Files

Tau Delta Phi

flailing ' from Bangor, this young lady is a perspective French, Art or English major. A girl who likes to
sing, she currently belongs to the Glee Club and likes sports, Hondas, and sewing. This past summer she
worked at thc Asticou Inn, Northeast Harbor.

Brenda Hess

Alpha Tau Omega

Another Bangor girl and another singer, Brenda is in the Glee Glub and plays piano too. This lucky lass
spent par t of the past summer in Europe, which may help to explain the fact that her prospective major
is French. She's also learning to play tennis.

Nanc y Costell o

Phi Delta Theta

chem major and an astronaut
This Manhasset , New York candidate spent ¦last summer taking a
course at Post College,

Sara Orton
Lambda Chi Alpha

Sandy Haimila
Alpha Delta Phi

Skiing, painting and a prospective government major characterize the interests of this Fitchburg,
Mass. candidate. She spent tho
summer as a playground supervisor.

Kathy Alford
Kappa Delta Rho

Poised Kathy reigns from Windson, Conn, and is a prospective
Trench major. Sho likes tho outdoors and skiing and belongs to
tho Colby Outing Club. In her free
time, she works as a volunteer at
Thayer Hospital. This summer sho
worked for a civil engineer.

Chris Crand all
Delta Upsilon

This prospective English major
como to Colby from Warwick, R.I,
whore sho spent last summer waitressing., She 'is currently a cheerleader for the freshman teams.

Laura Schmidt
Pi Lambd a Phi

Laura printed, edit ed and wrote
A touch football pro and prospective math major , Nancy came north from Norwood, Mass., bringing
with her 1 the inimitable Mass. accent. She also likes swimming and worked in a Post Oi^icQ on Capo Cod a community newspaper in hor
homo town of Slj orehani, Long Isthis summer.

Cathy Lynn Pag anno

Zeta Psi

Cathy rooms with Nancy and is the more talkative of the two. She also skiis, swims, plays touch football and dances, She belongs to thc modern dance club and believe it or not, is thinking to being a bi-

\

This young lady from Hahway. l
N.J. is a sports lover who skiisj
rides and plays tennis. In fact, last j
summer she played for a while on)
the Rahway, N.J. varsity team. To)
balance things out, sho also knits j
and is on the social committee for \
Dana. Sara is undecided about a
major at this point.

land this summer. Sho is now
thinking about majoring in govxv
,ernment,
(Continued on Pngo Throe)

Editorials:
Colby Averag e Low
accumulative average
Compared with other colleges, the college
accumulative average poses a
— 2. — is low. The low overall campus
problem to graduate school candidates.
h class standing
Many graduate schools question a candidate's hig
"How can a student have
in relation to his low accumulative average.
so p oor an overall average yet po ssess so hi gh a class standing ?"
conducted a
Dean of the Faculty E. Parker Johnson five years ago
ind eed
survey that showed that Colby's accumul ativ e average was
the p oorest of the ten comparable schools studied.
Graduate
The problem of low accumulative averages still remains.
* cla ss
scho ol candidat es are again being asked to explain their hi gh
standings and low accumulative averages.
While mor e t han a studen t's academic average is considered for
graduate school acceptance, average s are often the only crit eri a for
needed fellowship and grants. Colby students often fail to qualif y because of their low averages.
J.H.D.
It is time for another survey.

"The Walk in g Blood Bank "
is also

The most w or thwhile organiza tion on t he 'Colby campus

Obj ect: A Crowd

"Adults Only " at Colby

by Peter Jost

I was pleased last Sunday night
to see all the culture loving partisans "who jammed Lovejoy Auditorium for Mr. S. Brakhage 's
fil m, "Wedlock House, An Intercourse. " It was encouraging to
learn that the
lust for culture
is not dead • on
campus.
The music before the film
was good. Someone
showed
c o n s iderable
imagination in
the diversity of
selection - BeaJOST
ties, Bulgarian,
American. Possibly these short selections could have contributed to
th e m ood of the following film, if
anyone had been listening.
Anyway, I'm sure that the direc-

tors of film direction were glad to
see the crowd, despite the more
earthly motivations ;of some spectators. Getting people there is half
the battle and, after all, you can
always hope for a refinement of
outlook.
Taking this last point for granted it occurred to me that maybe we
have the answer to campus apathy.
Let's devise a suitable attraction
for all of .our cultural events. We'll
pack them in, and before they realize it slip some knowledge into
their heads.
What's the strongest "suitable
attraction " you know? That's
right — we simply utilize certain
biological motivations, convince everyone that sex and culture go
hand in hand* For instance, "Symposium I" was pretty well attended, but can you imagine the crush
if it had been restricted to "adults
only?" Or what if someone had
spread the rumor that Alastair

Reid was banned in Boston ? Suppose the "Art In The Making " exhibit at Bixler had been previously
confiscated because it was pornographic. They'd, have had a thousand people invading the Gallery.
Along this same line, the Chaplain could probably increase Sunday worship attendance fourfold if
he merely based his sermon on free
love or Christian Nudism. How
about a dazzling centerfold a la
Hugh Hefner for the Colby Echo?
That would be the last time you
saw a stray copy of the Echo lying
around. It seems to me that the
one library exhibit really scrutinized last year concerned a poem
about a candle . . .
Of course you know that I'm
being facetious. Madison Avenue
uses sex to sell soap and magazines
arid soda pop, but that won't work
on a college campus. We're all too
sophisticated to snicker at a
naughty film, right ?

¦
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facstudents,
includes
That
is
welcome.
Everyone
j
oin.
the easiest to
lately ? They produced quite vividulty, admini st ra t ion , local Trustees, college staff — everyone.
ly , technicolored paintings and
the
a
mp
u
s
i
s
a
lso
.the
Colb
y
c
on
organization
these artists didn 't even resort to
The most worthwhile
sniffing glue.
easiest to belong to. There are no meetings. There are no dues to pay.
technicolor super-nightmare) ; or
Should this article ever see the
There is not even a faculty adviser ! Why one could even f org et he
you will not only suffer this affect
light
of Colby 's press I would just
initially but after having injected
w as a memb er and still play as impor tant a rol e as the p erson who
like to publicly send my heartfelt
LSD, will continue to suffer recurhad organization' on the top of his mind !Yet so few people are memthanks to some very . incredible
rent symptoms even should you not
bers of the W alking Blood Bank.
As a very recent alumnus of take it again. Finally there is a science teachers without whose
The Walking Blood Bank, sp ons ored by the Arnold Air Society, Colby (1965), I have become most third possible affect — a prolonged kind indulgence through four
is the only campus organization that can spell the difference between interested in the Echo 's airing of psychosis requiring intensive, and bumbling years at Colby (without
.benefit" of LSD ) this paper
a person 's lif e or death. Just this school ye ar alone , "Walking Blood the LSD controversy. I feel that quite hopeless (sometimes), psy- "
would
not have ever been possible.
Bankers " d ona t ed enough blood to hel p save the lives of two mem- the presentation of conflicting chotherapy. (In simple lewd lanThank
You.
views will serve as a beneficial guage you will be relegated to the
bers of the Colby Community.
Paul
Ross '65
stimulous to the students and per- "funny farm.")
Chicago Medical School
Many pe ople ask : "If you sign up, do you ha ve t o give bl ood? " haps might even rouse a few into
Chicago, 111.
Now, I am, as I'm sure most of
Aiter all , the group is cal led t h e "Walking Blood Bank. The answer discussing it among themselves in
in
the
readers
of
this
article
are,
such clandestine places as the spa
is of course "no."
favor of motherhood, freedom of
•The Walking Blood Bank works like this. The prospect - obtains (having been away two years I assume this venerable institution still speech and the American Way. I
permission to be typed and is taken to Thayer Hospital b y the Arnold
am even in favor of self-induced
exists).
Air Society. Thayer nurses type the blood and that 's it. Everything
At any rate I should like to pre- lunacy (as long as the bumbling
takes only a few minutes.
sent a medical student's eye-view idiot confines himself to his own
To the Editor:
If
one
day
there
of LSD, realizing of course, limit- quarters and doesn 't offend or
's
reasons.
blood
type
is
good
for
two
Knowing one
"Th e sources of art are enthusfoist his lunacy on the public). I
is a critical need for bloo d, Thayer could call Colby and ask for don- ations imposed by time and space
iasm
and inspiration: if society
in the paper, as well as this stu- somehow feel that lenient adminors. Arnold Air Society would check its files, contact t he person with
mocks
and derides these, it is sodent's own personal exposure to istration of the dispensing of such
the needed blood type and explain the hospital's critical need for such an esoteric subject as phar- a drug might prove detrimental — ciety that is mad, not the artist ,
no matter what excesses the latblood. If the person wants to donate, Arnold Air Society gives the macodynamic actions of hallucino- what do you think?
ter
may commit."
gens in- general and LSD in pardonor a ride to Thayer. And Colb y blood hel ps save a life.
Riles The "Artists "
Northrop Frye
Besides being able t o help another , the Walking Blood Bank mem- ticular. It Is hoped I might be able
In' conclusion, I would just like
Those who mocked Brakhage 's
bers knows his own blood type. In case of any accident , he could to concisely present some idea of to rile the "artists " who advocate film with laughter and snide comLSD's effects to students who posimmediatel y be given the blood he needed. In a personal , crisis , no sibly might not have a chance to LSD's use because of vividly col- ments would do well to seek their
lored visual hallucinations and il- jolts elsewhere, for they are a pesvaluable time would be wasted typing this blood.
study it themselves. For the most lusions. It has taken man limitless
tilence to those who would find In
By being a member of the Walking Blood Bank , one thus benefits part my conclusions are based on thousands of evolutionary years to
such artistic expressions the eshimself as well as others. Some Walking Blood Bankers have spent an article in the New England overcome chromatic aberrations in sence of true sanity.
f our years at Colby loosing onl y a few drops needed to type their Journal of Medicine (Dec. 2, 1965) sensation of and perception of viArtistic expression — lie it a
which the interested student can sion. Is such an anachronistic depainting, music or a film — is our
blood. Others have donated and helped save lives.
readily obtain at tho nearby hos- generation to the primitive worthmost precious sanity.
The Colby Arnold Air Society organized the Walking Blood Bank. pital.
Bradford Muscott
while?
Besides,
have
you
looked
at
Arnold Air Society is looking for people to tak e to Thayer. Being a
Three Basic Effects
member of the Walking Blood Bank is not bloodless — it is painless,
Primarily , LSD is a psychotomAnd it sure is worth it.
T.H.D. imetic agent, i.e.,' its effects resemble tho effects of a toxic delirium. LSD's effects are manifested in three basic ways: (1) a rapidly Induced perception change (2)
a change of mood after 20-30 minutes, and (3) a depersonalization
after about an hour. More concisely, muscular hyperactivity ocBox 1014, Colby College. Waterville, Maine
Office: Roberts Union, Call TR 2-2791, Ext. 240
curs (reflexes being readily elicitFounded 1877, Published weekly except during vacations and examin- ed) , profound disturbance in conation periods by the students of Colby College; printed by the Eagle centration impeding
mental cogniPublishing Co,, Inc., Gardiner, Maine, Charter members of the New
England Intercollegiate Newspaper Association, Represented by Nation- tion or reading or relating the seal Advertising Service, Inc. Subscription rates : Students $3.50; Faculty quence of events is predominant;
free; all others $3.60. Newsstand price: fifteen cents per copy.
and there Is distortion of timo, size,
Entered as second class matter at the Post Office at Waterville, Malno. and distance, most
frequently asAcceptance by mailing at special rate of postage provided for In section
sociated with distortion of one 's
1103, Act of October 8, 1917, authorized December 24, 1918,
All opinions in this newspaper not otherwise identified aro those of own body imago to tho bizarre
tho COLBY ECHO. Mention the ECHO when you buy.
fooling of not being able to recogEDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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's own body. In
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Colby Congress to Debate
Campus Social Problems

The ECHO will next week feature the forthcoming Colby Congress.
The Colby Congress is unlike any other event that has ever, been held on
campus.
The objectives of the Congress will be an all-canrpus evaluation of Dr.
Strider 's academic-social proposal. The proposal will be printed in the
November fourth issue of the ECHO.
The two hour Congress will focus on the now critical social-academic
problem. Faculty and administration will present their views of the
problem , students will present theirs. President Strider, faculty members
and members of the Board of Trustees will honestly and frankly discuss
their viewpoints. They will answer any student question. The Congress
will adjourn to informal buffets in strategic centers where students, faculty and administration will further be able to discuss the important
Social-Academic issue.
The Colby Congress will expose each student to the administration
viewpoint on Colby's social problems.

Appearing in Given au ditorium on October 23 are the Carneg ie Trio. The Violinist is Clayton Hare , the
Piano player is Gathryn Ann Foley, and Violoncellioist Robert Collins. They, will perform three pieces, by
Beethoven, Block, and Dvorak respectively.

Faculty Star In P & W Play

"Mr* G" to P olice Bartholomew Fair
the most inane character of the
John Littlewit, a self-ordained playwright and pun-maker,
who is cuckolded by his youthful
wife, while Ian Robertson, the College Editor, represents a brawling
swordsman named Val Cuttings.
The general proceedings of the
play are meanwhile closely observed by P.ocher, a not-too-perspicuous
Jacobean
policeman
played by James Gillespie, and by
Howard Koonce as an unusually
wise madman.
In Bartholomew Fair, Jonson
develops his theme along two complementary lines. On one level he
is merely exposing the self-acpl ay ,

Professor James Gillespie
An elaborate array of academic
quest-stars will add to the merriment of P & W' s production next
weekend of Ben Jonson's Bartholomew Fair. The play itself , a ruthless survey of puritannical hypocrisy ^ in ' iTfch century England, is
filled with a variegated assortment
of fops and fools, knaves, rascals,
bawds and harlots. As Dan Knockem, a blatant horse trainer, Abbott Meader schemes with Ursula
the 350 lbs. pig-woman, played by
Ruth Brancaccib, to fleece the
fai-goers and gentlefolk, Quarlous
and Winwife, two dandified aristocrats interpreted by Asst. Director of Admissions Frank Stephenson and Howard Lamson of the
Spanish Dept, are also out to bilk
their fellow upperclassmen. Asst.
Prof. John Kenyon plays perhaps
|
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knowledged viciousness of the
common lower-class rogues of the
day; on another level these evils
are seen as reflections of the hypocrisy and foolishness of the upper social class. Thus, the wickedness and perversity of the pimp is
equated with the stupidity and
vanity of the well-born ladies
whose corruption the pimp perpetrates. In this vision of the world
as a carnival, evil is attributed
equally to each level of the social
order. But drafted in the exuberant and uninhibited style typical
of Jonson, Bartholomew Fair is a
delightful catalogue of human
folly.

Homecom ing, 1966
Old & The New

Bixler - Dana Convocation
To Honor New Scholars
Dr. Ellis 0. Briggs, 67, a retired
diplomat will speak at the first
combined convocation for Bixler
and Dana scholars Thursday at 8
p.m. in Given Auditorium. He will
deliver an address on "Diplomacy
Comes to State. " Last June Dr.
Briggs was awarded an honorary
doctorate at Colby.
Between 1945 and 1956, Briggs
was the United States Ambassador to the Dominican Republic,
Peru , Uruguay and Brazil. He also
served as Ambassador to Czechoslovakia, Greece and Spain, and
Ambassador in Korea during the
war and armistice negotiations. He
has written many magazine articles and several books during his
41 year diplomatic career.
The Bixler scholars are selected
specifically on the. basis of scholastic achievement. This year they
include:
Class of 1967:
Omar Benhachem Alaoui, Government, Pes, Morocco; Phyllis
Elaine Hoar, Chemistry, Verona,
New Jersey; Richard Whittler
Hennewell,
Psychology,
South
Portland , Maine; Joel Willard
Irish, Mathematics, Turner, Maine;
Sarah Martha Shute, English, Augusta, Maine; Roberta Lee Stockwell, Biology, Westboro, Massachusetts ; Nancy Wilcox Clarke,
Biology, Lancaster, Pennsylvania,
Class of 1968 —
Dorothy Margaret Evans, French,
Bridgton , Maine; Jessie Gasser
McGuire, German, Fanwood, New
Jersey.
Class of 1969 —
Dexter Philip Arnold , History,
Nashua, New Hampshire ; Vicki
Diane Carter, Governmen t, Upton,

Ellis O. Briggs
Scholar Diplomat

Massachusetts. •
Dana Scholars are named on the
basis of scholarship and leadership.
First initiated last year, the
awards extend from sophomore to
senior year as long as the recipient
fulfills the requirements.
They include:
Class of 1968 —
Jeanne Marie Amnoixe, English
Literature, Bangor, Maine; Linda
Ann Beland, French, Lewiston,
Maine; Martin Conant Benjamin ,
Economics, Wayland, Massachusetts ; Edward Michael Caulfield,
Mathematics, Dalton , Massachusetts ; Judith Anne Dionne, Mathematics, Skowhegan, Maine; Elizabeth Anne Fernald, Art, Rosemont,
Pennsylvania; Susanne Gilmore
Snow, French, Cape Elizabeth ,
Maine; John Henry Irish, Mathematics, Turner, Maine; Kather(Continued on Page Five)
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CYRKLE , 1966
CANDIDATES
(Continued from Pago One)

Kathy Hill
Independents

I

I

Tho Plttsfleld, Mass. candidate
Is a prospective Gorman major.
She is a skiing enthusiast. Kathy
spent last summer working as a
unit loader in a day camp and
ushering at Tanglowood.

Barbara Hamaluk
Delta Kap pa Epsilon

She's f rom Nowln gton , Conn.,
likes "tho Capo " and belongs to
the campus International Relations
Club. Barb Is a prospective government major, Slip taught swimming last summer,""

EVENTS
(Continued from Pago One)
1:30 is tho Colby-Bowdoln foo'bball
game, after which people may
warm up at the various fraternity
cocktail parties. Sunday Cinema Is
showing Pillow Talk, starring
Rock Hudson and Doris Day, at
7:30 p.m. In Lovejoy 100 for a
breather. Admission is $.50 per
person. Aftor this rospito, everyone can twist and shout o,t tho
traditional fraternity blasts.
After a long sloop Sunday morning, everyone is invited to tho
Woodsmen 's Moot at 2:00 p.m. iby
Johnson Pond, With this ovont,
tho weekend ends.

CIRCA 1900

TRINITY TRIPS MULES BOWDOIN HERE TOMORROW

An exceptionally quick and well-drilled Trinity - College eleven ran all over Seavern's Field as they left
the Mules in their 36-14 dust before last Saturday's Parents' Day crowd of over four thousand.
The sidelining of number one quarterback Bill Loveday with a back injury naturally had an adverse
psychological effect upon the Colby squad. Ed Woodin, the soph who showed/so well in the Norwich game,
took over f or Loveday/ and receiving better pass prot ection f or most of t he game t han Loveday received
".
all year, filled the skies with 34 passes (14 complete) f or 208 yards.
. Woodin hit end' Steve Freyer with a pair of touchdown ^scoring gems, the first going f or 36 yards and
the second for 24.. Woodin's backfield mates, however, could not add any semblance of a good ground:
attack and the Mhiles ended up on the short side for the fourth time this season.
Coach Simpson was pleased with Woodin's second good effor t of the year, n ot ing tha t he st ayed in the
pocket and called most of his plays well. He feels that the upperclassmen will have more confidence in
Woodin in the future.
Patch Effective Again
-

Jim Patch (31) Takes Trinity On A Trip

Coady All American Candidate

Jim (The Brick ) Patch also received Simpson's raves. Patch, the coach said, has shown tremendous
progress over the course of the season and has developed into a top-notch receiver placement for Brett
Halvorson. In the eyes of many observers, sophomore Patch is one of the most electrif ying runners to
wear the Blue and Gray in some time.
Colby's mentor was also pleased with the performance of Steve
Freyer, Woodin's primary target for the afternoon. He noted that
Freyer had a good game andjs eemed to get a step on his defenders
even th ough he was constantly being double teamed.
-w
-w*.
*
The Saga of Sandy
A slight ripple of surprise flowed
through the stands early in the
John Verfaille, a '1964 All-Amerfirst
period when Sandy Hoe was
ican, booted home a penalty kicIT
announced
as Colby 's punter. Santo give Bridgepert a 2-0 lead at
dy,
a
sophomore
who had never
half time. Colby, although outplayed
varsity
game,
a
came out
played, held it opponents scoreless
for
the
team
this
year
with the
in the third frame, with Al Gray
knowledge
that
Loveday
and Bob
sparkling on defemse. Jim McKee,
Kimball
were
Colby
punters.
But,
s
'
a UB reserve, came off the bench
much
to
Simpson
s
pleasure,
Sandy
'
in the final period to score two
stayed with the team, and when
more goals for the Knights. Brad
called upon to perform, came
Coady, looking like an All-Amerthrough
with true consistency. Afican himself , made 28 saves, while
ter
one
punt, it was Sandy who
Larry Lerner had an even dozen
raced
downfield
to make the tacNelson
Greg
in Bridgeport's 4-0 victory.
kle, and with these factors in mind,
Top Mule Scorer With Seven
Sandy Hoe, the boy who wouldn 't
Nelson Tallies Three
quit, figures to continue as punter
for the Mules. ' ,
Colby scored its opening State
Colby 's undermanned but not unSeries win over a weaker Maine
Defense Poor
team by a score of 4-1 on Tuesday. derspirited freshman football team
On the negative side of the story
Dave Watterson scored the initial nipped a Bowdoin team of the was the fact that Colby played its
goal at 20:25 of the first period. same qualities by a 7-6 score at poorest defensive game of the seaGreg Nelson boosted his total goals Brunswiclc last Friday.
son. Simpson pointed out there
John Dowling (Pelham, N.Y.)
for the season to seven when he
were many adjustments that *he
scored his first of three for the started the Baby Mules on their players did not make on Trinity 's
day at 12:45 of the second period. touchdown drive when he inter- offense.
He also scored on a penalty kick cepted a Bowdoin pass — the PolHe also stated that the problem
in the same period, and added his ar Cubs didn't complete one all of fumbles once again defeated us.
third on another penalty kick in afternoon — and ran from the mid- A fumble in the first series of
field area to the Bowdoin three plays of the game gave the ball to
the final frame,
yard line. Vic Thompson (Fram- Trinity near Colby 's 10 yard line,
This victory leaves the Mules ingham, Mass.) then took the ball
and thus provided the Bantams
with a 3 and 4 season record with over on the next play.
with a quick touchdown and some
the crucial State Series game with
Dowling also played quarterback strong impetus at the start of the
Bowdoin coming up Saturday at
with
a reasonable degree of effec- game. This same thing has hap10:00 on Loebs Field. Coach Si
tiveness,
while Thompson proved pened in nearly every one of ColDunklee expects a great deal more
by 's games and has obviously been
trouble from tho Polar Bears than to be the best ball carrier of the
of no psychological comfort to the
he encountered with the Black day for the Baby Mules. The vic1
and 4 Mules,
tory may have been costly, howBears, where ho was able to clear ever, as Thompson has been lost
Bullis Expected Back
the bench and play every available for an Indefinite period with a leg
• Simpson expects center Gene
man,
injury.
Bullis to be back In action this
weekend. Last Saturday's game
was the first one in the past three
years that Bullis hasn 't started for
the Mules, and the-loss of his experience in tho , middle of tho line
was necessarily felt.

Soccerme n Beat Maine , Lose Pair

SOCCERMEN BEAT MAINE
The varsity soccer team dropped
its first away game of. the season
to New Hampshire by the slim
margin of 1-0. The Wildcats won
the coin toss and elected to go
with the very strong wind in the
first period. Less than two minutes
had elapsed when the flashy Wildcat center-forward, Bob Heaton,
received a ball behind the Colby
defense and got off a quick kick
that just got past the diving Colby
goalie, Brad Coady. This one goal
margin held up for the ensuing
86 minutes of play, as Greg Nelson
and his teammates were held
scoreless.
Colby outplayed the Wildcats
against the wind in the third period, and gave an all out concentrated effort in the final period , but
could not drive the ball past the
U.N.H. goalie, Ron Spaulding, who
had 17 saves for the game. Heaton,
a soph , was aided 'by another soph ,
Dean Jackson, who combined to
give Brad Coady a busy day in the
nets with 22 saves, many of which
came in the first period.
Desperation Attempt
In a desperation attempt to tie
the game at one-all, and thus force
it into an overtime period , the
Mules had Captain Coady abandon
the goal to play the fullback position. This then allowed Al Gray,
the Colby left fullhack, to bolster
the forward line with an extra man

Frosh Harriers

with a powerful kick. With this
extra pressure on, the Mules controlled the ball near the UNH goal
for the last five minutes.

Several times, Coady, at the fullback position at midfield, had to
rush back to make quick saves at
the net when the UNH offense
struck with long, swift thrusts.
Coady, showing his fine speed and
quick reflexes, was able to make
the necessary saves for Colby.
In spite of numerous Wildcat
miscues under pressure from Colby, the one margin remained for
the rest of the game. This was the
second 1-0 loss of the year for tihe
Mules. Soph Mickey Jako played a
fine game at center-halfback for
the injured Bill Walker, while
Mule fullback Al Gray played a
great defensive game in a losing
cause as he broke up UNH's vaunted offense time after time. Pete
Hobart was missed in the final
period when he had to have a bad
cut on his head stitched up.
Bridgeport Powerful
On a long road trip to the University of Bridgeport, the Mules
were hardpressed and put to a
severe test by the perennially
strong Purple Knights. Colby
played well during the scoreless
first period, but the home team
was not to be denied in the second quarter as Alex Popbvich of
U _3 drove the ball Into the nets at
15:53 of that period.

Still Unbea ten;
Mamo Wins Again

Ken Welnbel's unbeaten freshman cross-country team hosted
three of tho bettor local area high
schools last Tuesday, and for the
fourth time in four tries this season, came out with the low winning score.

H0SH WSI , 7-6

JrJowdoin makes it bi-annual pilgrimage to Mulesville tomorrow
for Colby's big Homecoming show.
Though wlnless thus far, the Polar
Boars should be bolstered by the
return of two top veterans from
tho injured list, Soule and Allen.
Although tho names sound like a
Maine comedy duo, tho Colby defense Is enjoying Jlttlo humor In
their impending return engagement. '

Paced by Sobs Mamo , who has
won every race* that the Baby
Mulos have participated In this
year, Colby romped to a good win
over Winslow High (which was
B-0 before the meet), previously
unbeaten Anson Academy, and
Mount View High. Tho score was
80-39-61-106, respectively.
Seven Under Fifteen Minutes
Besides Mamo, who was clocked
far above his course record of
11:40 in 12 minutes, 30 seconds, tho
Baby Mulos took tho fourth , sixth,
ninth , and tenth places to Insure
their win, with Bob French, John
Lombard, Mike Steinberg, and Carl
Baor finishing In that order. Bob
Stromberg (12th) and Brian Cooke
(23rd) wero the other Colby mon
who finished tho 2.35 mile course
In under fifteen mlnutoa.

Impressed With Bowdoin
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Quarterback Ed Woodin reaches, back for a quick pass to Bob Kimball (38) as
the "pocket" rips. _

Simpson said that his scouts wore
impressed with Bowdoin In their
game with Williams, and ho feels
that Bowdoin 's season Is wrapped
up In tho Colby gamo, for a victory
over tho Mulos would salvage some
,of tho visitors ' season for them,
At tho same time, tho coach
pointed out that this Is a vital
game for Colby also, especially
when ono considers tho fact that
tho Mulos haven 't boaton Bowdoin
in something like tho past six
years.

Pageto Deliver Sermonon
Ca mp us and Community
Homer Page, a newcomer to the
campus, holds the position of seminary intern assistant to the Chaplain. However, this title does not
cover the many functions that Mr.
page is a-part of.
Besides taking part in the chapel
services, including this Sunday's
sermon , Mr. Page takes part in
other phases of life on the campus.
He and his wife live in Woodman where he acts as head resident of Woodman - Foss. His seventeen month old daughter is the
"mascot of the dorm."
In his position as head resident,
Page trys to he himself and interact with the students, rather than
act as. a councillor. Mrs. Page feels
too, that living in a dorm has enabled them to develop communication and honesty with the students. The girls seem to "like having a man around the house. "
Among Mr. Page 's other activities are, advisor to students who
run the coffee house, a worker for
various IPA Commissions, including the Radical . Action Proje cts
and advisor to a Jan Plan entitled
"The Intentional Community" —
a study work project.
Occasionally Mr. Page lectures in
Parson Hudson 's class on the scientific study ,of religion.
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In off campus affairs he is involved with The Maynard for Congress Peace . Campaign, and a poverty program in Waterville.
Mr. Page received his BA from
the University of Missouri, where
his Master's degr ee in sociology is
now pending. He came from . the
Colgate Rochester Divinity School
where he will . return next year to
complete his studies toward the
Bachelor of Divinity. Mrs. Page received an Associates degree from
Stephen 's College. She teaches
dancing to faculty children and
works in coordination with Susan
MsPerron in the Dance Club.
Mr. Page came to Colby out of
his interest in the college campus
as a place to interact with . people
who will be shalping the future. He
is considering work with college
students after completing his studies.
His sermon which will be delivered in the chapel this Sunday is
entitled "Campus Search for the
Community."

Oetober 18th
Elect ion Day
Chip Lord, Ann McEwen, and
Robert Woo were chosen by the
Class of 1970 to act as members of
the Freshman Interim Committee.
At the election which took place on
Tuesday, October 18, Colby women
picked Ju dy "Tree " Williams as
their Student Government Representative at large. The results of
the elections were broadcasted
over Radio Colby that night. On
the same day another vital issue
was voted on, that of parietal
hours. The results of that election
were still being tabulated as of
press time for the ECHO.

JUST RECEIVED

IDEAL FOR CHRISTMAS ' GIVING

Unger's UNBLEACHED YARN
The YARDGOOD'S CENTER

134 MAIN ST.
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fro m the special surface. An ordinary pencil eraser lets .
you erase without a trace. So why use ordinary paper?
Eaton ' s Co rr a sable is ava ilable in li gh t , medium , heavy
w eights and Onion Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500she et ream boxes. At Stationery Departments.
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The Quest

This article is reprinted f r o m
last year 's ECHO. So pertinent
are Mr. Westermark' s comments
that they should be made available to this year 's freshmen as
well as returnin g upperclassmen.

J .H.D.

H. W. Westermark, Jr.
At this moment in time, in my
own life, in the life of the campus,
in the life of America, nothing
seems more important to me than
demanding of ourselves ' the "unreasonable ", than having the courage to care, than insisting that our
lives "mean," than examining our
lives to see why they may not
"mean " enough. I do not believe
that by stating this I have unfair-:
ly confused my own concerns with
those of the world external to me.
I believe they are the same concerns. I will not "apologize " for
the sentiment of this, my first column. I assume that my more cynical readers will grant me this one
opportunity.
It is time for Colby to become
something which at the moment
it is not: — a place where the idea
matters more than the grade; a
place where a sincere question may
be raised without being received
by a ripple of snickers which undercut its seeking. ("There is a
cancerous cynicism which regards
honesty, simple inquiry, openness,
and the ingenious response as stupidity. In this atmosphere, a notion of education for all is discarded as pedestrian and passe,"); a
place where the teacher, standing
between the subject and the student, feels like the student is prepared to tell him . to get out of the
way — teach me or get out of the
way , because I want to know!
It has been said by a Colby

Professor that the Colb y student
do esn 't realize the opportunity,
do esn 't re alize the education that

he is missing. Why? Because the
student does not pust the teach er
to the wall , trying to milk him
dry of all the knowledge he possesses. The fact that this can be
said of hundre ds of campuses
across the country does not for
the moment interest me. The fact
that its said of Colby does.
I suppose that there are a lot of
reasons why this is so. Reasons
like the fact that today knowledge
is fragmented; that American materialism obscures the necessity for
most to seek answers to fundamental questions about the meaning of their lives. These reasons
are important, for they will help
us solve the dilemma. But we can
speculate all day about these reasons. The problem we confront Is
to speculate while acting, and to
act in full knowledge of those vast
areas of our thought which are unresolved and ambiguous. For beyond a certain point 'all 'the things
which would obstruct us from acting, all the fears, all the awareness
of neurosis — . . j ust don 't matter,
It becomes then important to act,
But not to act aimlessly. The college student, in a special kind of
way, acts through his questions,
and through his Insistence of the
answers to the impossible questions
which ironically create additional
ambiguity. This means, that asking
may be a painful process which
may make ua ask why we arc In
college, what knowledge Is,' or what
our ends ar e 'to bo. But wo must
I
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ask. We must court the abyss. We
must make our classroom dialogues rich, f ull .of fact and humor, and the questions which really gnaw at our souls. We all want
to talk about these kinds of questions, but so many of our little
conventions, our happ iness and security blankets, our comfortable
instituional" reassurances assist us
in our evasions.
Now is the time, dear undergraduate, before you step out into the
big wide world and find out that
it is all strangely anti-climaotie after college. Now is the time to act
by asking, by thinking, by endur-.
ing the fear of inquiry and the
changes it will demand. Now is the
time to step out from behind your
Tuesday evening "Combat" program and . let the fact that young
Americans are dying in Viet Nam
as you read this, compel you, drive
you, at least make you "urgent "
in your quest for answers. Now is
the time to be intellectually hungry. Now is the time, dear undergraduate, to find your moral equivalent to war in the kind of questions that ask you why we don 't
have a permanent peace after
thousands of years of "civilization. "
This seems to me to be the duty
of our generation. Let us begin,
then, with the Fall semester, 1966.

DANA SCOLARS
(Continued from Page Three)
ine Pensyl Madden, English, Williamsport, Pennsylvania; Andrea
Lynne McLennan, Economics, Nashua, New Hampshire; Richard
James Morey, History, New Britain, Connecticut; Nancy Ann Nahra, Classics, Brewer, Maine; Shawn

Onat, English Literature,. St.
George, Maine; Barry Frank Panepento, Mathematics, LeRoy, New
York ; George Richard Sabbag,
Mathematics, Franklin, Massachusetts; William George Tsiaras,
Chemistry, Nashua, New Hampshire; Karen Anderson Woodard ,
English, East Boothbay, Maine.
Class of 1969 —
Lawrence Albert Adams, History,
China. Maine; William Leonard
Burges, Economics, Dumont, New
Jersey; Peter David Constantineau, Spanish, North Andover,
Massachusetts;
Vivian
Louise
Foss, Engli sh , H an cock , Maine;
Linda Isabel Gray, Mathematics,
Brooksville, Maine;'' Linda Sharon
Griffin, French, South Portlan d ,
Maine ; Brian Francis Harville,
Psychology, Skowhegan, Maine;
George Loring Higgins HI, Biology, Bangor, Maine; Lynne Hudson,
Sociology, Laco n ia , New Hampshire; Miklos Jako, Sociology, Andover, Massachusetts; Frances
Elaine Kageals, Art, Salem, Virginia; William Harry Lyons, Government, Fitchburg, Massachusetts; Susan Elizabeth Magdefrau,
Mathematics, Rockville, Connecticut; Thomas Donald McBrierty,
Government, Georgetown, Massachusetts; Anita Eva Matson, Art,
Haworth, New Jersey; Lydia Rogers, Sociology, Ashla n d , Ohio; Beth
Ellen Sanborn, English, South
Portland, Maine; Nancy Ann
Spokes , English and Classics, So.
Burlington,
Vermont ;
Warren
Marston Turner, Government, Yarmouth. Maine.
Dr. Briggs and his wife will arrive on campus slightly before 3:30
p.m. Thursday and will meet with
foreign service students. At 5:30,
he will attend a meeting at the
President's house. A banquet as
scheduled for 6:30 p.m. The lecture will conclude his Colby duties.

ART D E P A R T M E N T
We are addin g items to our downstairs
Have you checked it lately ?
Some prints in stock and many, many that we can
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Fraternities Rank
Above "AH' Men"
On Most Campuses

College fraternities scholastic
averages in almost two-thirds of
the nation 's higher institutions
where chapters are located exceeded the respective All Men 's Averages for the previous academic
year, according to an analysis released by the National Interfraternity Conference.
A total of 295 institutions with
fraternity chapters reported comparative figures for the academic
year 1964-65, the highest number
since records have been accumulated by the scholarship reporting
service of the Conference. During
the year, 62% of the. reporting institutions showed campus fraternity averages above the All Men 's
averages, involving 3,159 individual
fraternity chapters.
fraternity
campus-wide
The
average
lead
has been
scholastic
going up steadily over the All
Men 's Averages in reporting institutions for the past decade according to the analysis. The previous
two years, the lead held at slightly
over 59% of the institutions reporting.
When compared on an individual
chapter basis nationwide, disregarding campus averages , the
fraternity scholastic averages have
maintained a par relationship with
All Men's Averages for the past
several years. During those years,
chapters
as many fraternity
throughout the country were above
the All Men 's Averages as were
those below it.
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Mrs. Alice C. Hernandez, Equal
Employment Opportunity Commissioner will keynote the Governor 's
Advisory Council on the Status of
Women Conference to be held Saturday, October 29.
Tlie symposia will discuss various problems of the status of women in Maine. Colby-women are
invited and encouraged to ^ attend
the symposia. State leaders in various fields will discuss their jobs. .
...Present will be Governor John
H. Reed, Robert B. Williamson,
chief justice of the Supreme Judicial Court of Maine, Dr. Edward
Blevvett, President of Westbrook
Junior College and Leonard Saultcr , president of C. F. Hathaway
Co.

AFROTC Teaches
Cadets To Flv

Dick Lemieux, Doug Howe, Chip
Niederauer, Jeff Browning, Leo
Amato, Jim Helmer, and Dick Mather are currently taking flying
lessons at the Waterville Airport.
Dick Lemieux and Chip Niederauer have soloed, and Dick has
passed his twenty hour flight
check.
These ROTC cadets are taking
flying lessons under the AFROTC
Flight Indoctrination Program
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At Your Norge Laundry
and Dry Cleaning Village
Elm Plaza Shopping Center , Waterville
Have a regular $2.00, 8 lb. load of dry-cleaning
done for $1.50 with this coupon. Typical load : 10
sweaters , or 4 men's suits , or 3 ladies' suits , or 3
t opcoats, or 8 tr ousers , or 9 dresses.
Laundry washed , dried and folded
15c lb.
Free Pick-Up and Delivery
Telephone 872-9858
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THE "WIND SOR " CREWNECK ,
BY R O BERT BRU CE
plended to a king 's taste, 80%' imported Shetland
wool and 20% Dacron * polyester give this crewneck
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which is the first step toward getting wings in the Air Force. The
training cadets' receive under this
program enable them to acquire a
private pilot's license.
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